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EDUCATION IN GERMANY.

By I. L. KANDEL.

CorrnYrs.General tendenclesSecondnry educationTraining of secondary school-
teachers-- Separation of church and State.

GENERAL TENDENCIES.

The development of education in Germany during the past two
years must necessarily remain obscure until the sources of direct
information are again opened up. From. extracts ,and refgences,
here and there the educational situation does not appear to have
been very happy, and, if reports such as the following may be
trusted, the machinery so carefully built up seems to have failed at
the crisis. Writing in the Vossische Zeitung of January 23, 1918,

. Dr. Paul Hildebrandt contrasts the early enthusiasm manifested by
the German school children and their war activities with the situation
at the beginning of the year (1918) :

The-sixth-grade pupils of 1914 are now about to he promoted to the upper
third. They have become accustomed to the war. Who can wonder, then, that
now In the fourth year of war our children exhibit signs of change? Too many

'of the restraints have been removed which should shape their developinenti;.
the loosening of family ties, the father at the front, the mother employed away
from home, and in the lower ranks of society doing the work of men; the
relaxation of school discipline. Of the teachers of the Berlin public schools,
for instance, two thirds have gone into the army. The remainder are over-
worked. Dropping class periods, or combining classes together is the order
of the day. In the higher schools half of the teachers are in the army. Further-
more, standards In the Meier institutions of learning have gradually been
lowered wail the final examlontion has been pushed hack fully two classes.
All of these conditions have influenced our students and have weakened their
persistence, since they see that they can attain a scholastic standing without
effort that formerly demanded the severest application.

Young people follow the law of their nature. They are guided by the im-
pressions of the moment and they can not permanently resist Meal. In addi-
tion, as time went on, especially In the case of students of higher institutions,
and particularly 1n the towns, tbe hardship of inadequate nourishment tfp-
peered. It is the unanimous judgment of medical specialists that the children
of -the middle classes suffered most in this wed. General attention was
attracted to the;fact that the children were lea sensitive to reproof, that they
Paid no more attention to .threats, because the school authorities had directed
that they should be treat wit)i every leniency, and since promotions no longer
tepreSenOd. any definite standard of accomplishment. This Special consIdera--
tiOn /or the.children was most obvious in the schools of the large cities. Was
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That spirit of voluntary .Service which at the beginning .of the war re-
. reale(' itself in its fairest aspect has now disappeared. Everywhere we hear

lamentations MTV the increasing distaste shown for military services. Pupils
collect articles now for the reward, not from patriotism, and the older pupils
have their struggles. Shall they take advantage of the opportunity to leave
school with a half-completed education, or shall they avoid placing, themselves
in a position where they will have to enlist for their country? What all 1111.

happy indecision even for the best of them, those who really think aba at the
matter.

Furthermore, in those ranks of society which are less Illithteneed by tradition,
discipline, and education, we find increasing violations of f the law. Nt the first
this manifested itself merely In an increase of theft. More recently it has
taken a decided turn toward personal nssaults. It is true, the latter are still
negligible in proportion to the total number of juvenile offenses, but they are
increasing every year. Already the number of viiktel crimes committed by
youths in the city of 11Prlin is more than three times the number reported
In 1914.

Thus, dark shadows are falling over the brilliant picture of 1914. Every
disciplinary influence, every effort of the still fundamentally sound Oernmn
nation must be exerted to oppose this tendency, and to lead the children back
to the path of rectitude.

thatAnother picture, but one also indicating the difficulties that atyt
the conduct of the schools, is given in the Leipziger Volkszeitungln.
February 8, 14318. .

The Saxon minister of education recently drew attention In the Saxon Diet
to the injurious effects produced by the war on the elementary schools of the
Kingdom. In addition to the shortage of fuel, which last year frequently
necessitated the closing of schools, and this year has required the removal and
amalgamation of whole schools, the unsatisfactory health of the teachers has
had an undesirable effect.

War conditions, according to the minister, have caused great emaciation and
premature ageing, and have diminished the capacity for work (alike physical
and intellectual)' and the sharpness of the senses. This state of things is
attributed not only to the food supply situation, but also to the increased diffi-
culty nad extent of the professional work falling upon teachers (only 8,995.ele-
mentary schbolpteacherik were at work in Saxony on 1st of October, 1917, as
confred with 14,800 before the war), and to the large amount of auxiliary
sery ce imposed upon tAtchers in connection with war economic measures.

These accounts hardly deem to be in keeping with the -eulogies
heaped on the German school system during the first two years of the
warm the daily press, in professional magazines and by the Govern-
ment: It was then felt very universally that the elementary school,

-the training ground of the discipline and physical strength and com-
prehensive culture that characterize the German soldier, had tri-
umphed signally over the illiterate Russians and Italian's, as well as
the decadentSreneh and the treasherous English: It was the elemen-
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tary schools that produced the patriotic, loyal, thorough soldier
whom the consciousness of a good cause carried to victory. This un-
guarded flattery of the elementary schools and their teachers helped
somewhat to give a new impetus to a movement to which attention
had been redirected just before the war. At an edue.ational confer-
ence which met at Kiel in June, 1914, and was attended by
representatives of all branches of education, it was urged with much
enthusiasm that on the basis of a national common school higher edu-
cation he made accessible to as many classes in society as possible so
that intelligence might be recruited wherever it was found. Oppor-
tunity for ability could best be furnished' through the establishment
of the Einheitsschule or common school system. The program also
included the unification of all branches of the teaching profession
with the further implication of a uniform system of training for all
and equal access for all tollilPhighest positions in the educational
profession. The elimination of sdcial and sectarian distinction is an-
other plank in the platform for educational reorganization.

The idea of the Einheitsschule has a long history in Germany; it
has always been advocated by the lead* of progressive politics and
thoughtful educators. When last_ agitated in the eighties, Prof.
Rein and Mr. J. Tews, now the doyen of the elementary school

Ark teachers, were associated with the movement as they now are with
its revival. The principle Underlying the system of the Einheits-
schule is that all children between the ages of 6 and 12 shall have
a common educational foundation to be followed by educational
opportunities thereafter suited to their abilities. This implies the
elimination of the Vrrschule. or special fee-paying school, which
prepares pupils from the age of 6 until their entrance into the
secondary school at about the age of 9 and which is a distinctly class
school. The further implication of the Einheitsschule is the post-
ponement of the beginning of secondary education to 12, a change
that has much to commend it on grounds other than the provision
of democratic opportunities, aiid is at least a better age at which
a correct choice,of a course and a career can be made than 9.1

A new stimulus was given to the movement in the 'early days of
the war, when polities was adjourned, when enthusia.sin and victory
had welded the Nation together as one, and when Hindenburg was
claimCd to he superior to Hannibal and the captain of the 4'inden to
Leonidas. The commercial and industrial classes had, it was gener-

. ally felt, proved themselves equal to the.demands of the hour. The
greatest inability to meet the situation had been shown by the.politi-

The account Is based on a study of the movement In the Plidagagische Zeal's°
between 1914-1016, when direct information cMised to be accessible. A valuable Analysis
of contemporary educational literature is contained in an article on Les Projcts de ,

Refill 111CR &viably en Altemoont, lo.Rerse Pedogogiquo, Vol. 69, pp. 230-207,13eptemberi
1910; and Vol. 70, pp. 498-617, May, 1017.
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cal and diplomatic leaders who had enjoyed the traditional oppor-
tunities for higher education. The demand was at once renewed
for the establishment of a common school from which pupils of
promise in all classes of society might be recruited to place their
intellectual abilities at the service of the state and to furnish an
intellectual and spiritual reserve to make up for the physical and
intellectual losses incurred during the war. It was no longer a ques-
tion of providing an easy road (Balm leicht) foroaliility but an
open road Frei).

The war changed the aspects of. the problem: the need of the
hour was a German national school with opportunity 'for all to
cooperate in promoting 'the great aims of the German cultural state.
National unity could only be advanced by a national common school,
which, according to the progressives, including the Deutsdhe Leh-

rerveroin and the social democrats, must be established as a free,
undenominational and nationally uniform institution placing gifted
children of the joorer classes on the same footing for promotion to
higher education as the children of the richer classes. Cultural and
social equality must be established for the working classes who,were
anxious to play their proper part in the development of common
national aims. They desired not, so much to reach the top, but that
their abler members should have opportunities opened to them suited
to their ability without reference to school privileges and certificates.

For the member of the working classes-the question is not so
much, "How can I raise my son socially through educativ?" as
"How can I secure for my class or rather its abler members appro-
priate influence in the adminstration of the state and of the commu-
nity, in industry,commerce, transport, and how can I put an end
to the influences of privilege that are socially detrimental? " Selec-
tion for educational advantages must in the future be based in the
opinion of the advocates of the movement not on privilege but on the
common right of all classes. The proposals for the Einheitsschule
are well summarized in a resolution passed in June, f918, by the Asso-
ciation of Prussian Wm eac.hers, meeting at Hannover:

National Onity, ret&tning stronger than ever after the war, will demand a
_unified school system for all Germany. The rem - ruction of the whole sys-
tem will.have,to be made with a single cotnpulsury elementary school as its
foundation. Reasons for this are of different kinds; reasons of social Justice,
that every gifted child shall ho able to advance to a highgr education; national
and economical reasons, that the state shall be able to make use of all native
talenerin the most suitable place, and shall be able to economise;in the heavy
and useless expenses which are incurred by the presence of poorly endowed
scholars in thisecondary schools. -,

Karl Muthesius, long a leader in educational affairs, is opposed to
claim barriers and restrictions on intellectual development merely
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because of poverty. The elementary school up to 12 must be the
national school offering a common foundation for all; beyond this
opportunities must be created for .differentiation according to the
needs of the individual and of the nation. The common school must
be free from clerical control and permitted to be self-directing. He
expresses his opposition to the classical tradition in days when
German culture is fully developed to furnish a sound basis for educa-
tion. Prof. Rein, in a work by Fr. Thimine,' in which are collected
the opinions of leading Germans on the subject under discussion, de-
clares himself most emphatically, as might be expected, in favor of
the common school, whose establishment would make a real and
effectual contribution to the development of national feeling in the
hearts of all children. Such an organization would give inner .unity
to the whole system of moral culture in Germany. I

-Dr. Kerschensteiner2 approaches the whole question of reform
from a broader standpoint than any other of its advocates. Ile not
only questions the existing basis and aims of education, but seeks
to bring the reform into line with the modern needs of society. The
acquisition of knowledge is a secondary and subordinate end; the
school's essential task is to make men capable of devotion to the cause
of society and of humanity. Character, moral courage, energy, and
sense of rivic duty are qualities that. are more vital than mere in-
formation: Contrary to prevailing thought among his countrymen

itithe -opposes the theory that the state is a mrate entity existing
apart from theindividuals composing it. He cepts the Roman and
Anglo-Saxdn view that the state is an association of individuals
organized to promote and protect the interests of all. In such a state
the free and willing collaboration of citizens should mean the elhnina-'
tion of.kstraint and eoerciol.

The educational implication, according to Kerschensteiner, is that
" it is essential that the school should cease to be the playground of
individual ambitions and egoism's, in order. that it may become the
home of social devotion." The aim should not be. intellectual culture
or knowledge for its own sake but training for human intercourse and
'just action. The sense of civic duty can only be called forth in a state

,that furnishes 'scope for the development of personality. " If we
wish to realize the true civic spirit, we inu-t subdne the narrow
national spirit." The school' must iteefirdingly fillfil a. twofold
dutyit must take account of individual differences and at the itune
time keep in the foreground the univerlal elementpractical con-
duct. Educational reform 'ma start from these Premies.

Tiltninte, Fr. Vont tieseven-qrieden de* &uric/ten Voikca. Lelintg, s1010.
DeiaRche tchttier:ehtmg it Krieg told Frieilea. Bern% 1910. Kandel; Jeaule

I Tendencies in German 4duuation. Educational Reviutv, vol. 47, May. 1919. Pp.
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The state, says Kerschensteinery,must guarantee the right of
every child to an education suited to his ability. He combats all the
arguments of opponentof this Movementovercrowding of second-,
ary schools, dilificulty of selection, lowering of standards, increase of
the intellectual proletariat, and the danger of social conflicts. The
Einheitsschulo should, therefore, be art educational institution for
all up to the age of '22 or '24, with selection all along the line accord-
ing to individual differences. Unlike Rein, Kerschensteiner dory
not desire to keep all children together as long us possible but would
begin to differentiate as soon as individual bent appears. For such
a system flexibility and elasticity are indispensable; bureaucratic
Control and uniformity are clangorous. Selection might begin at. as
early an age as nine, when those who show intellectual aptitude may
be transferred to secondary schools. For those who remain in the
elementary school variety may be afforded by a departmental system.
Thereshould be transfers back and forth between schools and depart-

. Ments to give the individual every opportunity for realizing himself.
But whether a child remains in an elementary school or goes on

to a secondary or vocational school, the fundamental task of educa,
tion continues to be the preparation of citizens; the civic spirit must
saturate the whole of 'education; not the emphasis on nationalism ,
or on German language and literature, but the sovereign' idea of
preparation of all for society, can suocessfully promote the desired
end. Education is a State function, and since the State has claims
superior to those of smaller groups and societies, it should have the
right to arbitrate and decide itAkveen conflicting interests, without,
howevert ignoring particular. c1717-acterfstics. Centralization that, is
too stricrwill stifle local effort and individual. initiative; competi-
tion and rivalry are essential to.life and progress.

Opposition to these claims was immediately aroused and came
from the secondary schools, teachers of traditional subjects, school
inspectors, administratite officials, and the clerical and conservative
elements in politics. The secondary-school teachers in general feared

. overcrowding of their schools. The specialists were alarmed,at the
thought of the postponement of the beginning of secondary educa-
tion from the age of 9 to 12 and the consequent lowering Of standards.
The inspectorif and administrative official produced arguments
-against a radical change based. on. considerations of. the good of the
lower classes; higher education would only lead to unrest and discon-
tent; to,slissatisfaction with the social position of parentsand am-
bitions for higher positions that are limited in number; pupils froM
poorer homes and huthbler 'environments 'do not enjoy the same ad-

.. 7. vantages and opportunities that are possessed by the -children Of the
'`upper.cla,sSesn.condition that in itself might be fraught with danger
consequent on the sudden transfer from a humble to a higher status.
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In any case the work of the elementary school's furnishes no cri-*
tenon for the selection of pupils for advancement to higher educa-
tion, so that early selection would be surrounded with risk for the
aspiring pupi I while no account would be taken of or provision made
for late development.. It would also he unjust to the elementary
school teachers to deprive them of the plek of their product and the
promotion of gifted pupils would -mean the withdrawal of an ever-
present incentive to the less well endowed. If t he views of the radicals
ivere,realized and the selection of able pupils for advancement to sec-
oudary schools were made by the schools, the rights of parents would
he outraged; at the most all that the schools should do would be to
advise parents and allo'w them to act if they choose. The fear wasp
also expressed by no less an authority than Rudolf Eucken that the
realization of the common- school proposal would endanger traditional
values in school, lower standards, compromise the precious things
of German culture, and in the last analysis lead to the establishment
of private schools and the perpetuation of a social class to 'preserve
these heritages.' Curt Fritzsche,1 in a work on the Einheitsschule,
claims to see the purport of the whole movement in the reception ac-
corded at the Kiel congress of 1914 to the declaratio of two French
delegates that it represented the international ideal -common to all
Europe -- clearly the aims of the movement are internationalism, de-
mocrlitization, radicalism, antireligious secularization, egoism., and
social feuds. .

Finally, Ferdinand J. Schmidt, professor of education at the
University of Berlin, attacks the movement in' an article in Preus-
sische .Jahvbiicher, October, 1916. lie charges the reformers with
basing their agitation on political prejudices and class interests.
The proposal to establish an extended unified school system, with six

years of elementary educati6n, three years of intermediate and three
of secondary, Without distinction for 1111 would lower the standard to
meet the needs of the poorest intellect ; it would. tend to a reduction
oi the elementary,Achool subjects, and, by consequence, would lower
the standards.urthe secondary schools. Foreign.languages would
be begun too late, and the boy going out into the world at the age
of 15 would have studied French or English for only one year; ulti-
mately languages would disappear entirely from the intermediate
stage and with them the most effectual instrument f6r broadening
the mind would begone. The reformers are time dupes of a pedagogic
materialisez which would be disastrous to the nation in diverting the.
aim of 'education from is true goalmoral culture. Emphasis would
theti only 135 placed on developing those qualities and those abilities
that would yield most profit,. it* .

Fritzsche, C. Me Einheilischule in BiblIothek fur Yolks- und WcItwirtschaft, No. 21,
Dresden, 1010.

115170° --ID-L-2
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This is the American tudholl In education with all Its dangers. The reform
would not result in social equality; class distinctions continue even in coun-
tries that have a unified school system open to all. By boundlessly develaping
the miderstnilding, which divides and separates, by releasing, without check or
hindrance, the intellectual Unities of Individuals, by freeing thein from that
wholesome and Indispensat;V ilkelpline social morality, they are bringing
about, with the bast intentions in the world, the overthrow and dismemberment
of national unity.

Early in 1916 the subject "came within the realm of practical poli-
ties when the educational estimates for 1916-17 were brought up. for
debate in the Prus.sian. House of Representatives (Abgeordneten-
halm). The. Social Demoyrats and the Progressive Volkspartei -came
forward with a demand for the abolition of the Vorschule and the
throwing open of opportunities fOr ability in Whatever grade -of
society it might. appear. The Vorschule is merely a school for those
privileged by class, %Om made no (idler use of their educational oppor-
tunity than to advance. as far as t Einjahrigenzvgnis. If the
principle of the Einheitsschule were adopted the best Alpils would
pass on completion of their elementary school course to the secondary
school and in five. or six years obtain the Reifezeugnis or certificate
of maturity that would admit them to the-universities. Both pro -
posals met with opposition from the conservatives and the clericals
who feared that the common-school movement would involve seculari-
zatign. They were prepared to grant one concession that the.transfer
of pupils from the elementary to the secondary schools should be
made as easy as that from the Vorschule. On behalf of the Govern-,

ment tire minister of education admitted the need of establishing
facilities for transferring able pupils from the elementary to the
secondary schools and suggested the organization of a Mittelschule
for this purpOse. He referred to an experiment that had already
been. conducted in Berlin whereby pupils from elementary schools
were transferred to the Quarts, class or thind year of the Realschule
and in four years attained to the Einjahrigenzeugnis. Such pupils
could then move on to the Oberrealschule and at %or 20 be ready to
pass on tothd universities.

In th6 course of 1916 announcements appeared in the press that the
ministilvf education was preparing regidations to enable fit and
selected pupi after three years in an elementary sehoo o be trftns-
lerred with it further examination to a secondary kool, thus en-
joying prirtically. the same privilege as the pupils of he Vorschule,
With the difference that, if found_deficient, they could be returned to
the elementary grades. This proposal met with a storm of oppoi-
tion; it was feared that the secondary schools would be invaded and
that the teachers and principals of thest schools would not have the
'power to turn pupils back:to the elementary school*. The result *as, .
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that the. ministry denied that it was even considering such a sugges-
tion, and stated that it was merely planning to codify the regulations
for the entrance examinatio to secondary schools which. had re-
mained unch'anged since 1837 When the new regulations were issued
in August, it was found th hey betrefitted the Vorschttle rather
than the elementary schools.

The question AI the .b!inheitsschnle again came up in the course.of
the debate on the estimates for 1917-IS and the (4)N-eminent was then
compelled to act. ,The position of the minister of education showed
clearly that the ground had been shifted. From the consideration of
the Einheitsschule and of platis for facilitating the transition from
thd lementary to the secondary school, the problem had been nar-
rowed down .to that of selecting gifted elementary school Dupi ls for
advancement to higher education. The minister announced that he
had early in 1917 addressed the following quesoions, to all district
inspect ors :

(a) In what elementary school organivtions can a good pupil puss into
sexta of a secondary school without necessitutitig special arrangements or alter-
KtIons In the school program?

(h) If such organizations do not exist, what changes would hate to be made
In the program to render these transfers possible?

(c) Con snch changes be made IvIthout disadvantage to the other students?
If notj suggestions should be !rage for special arrangements to meet the needs
of the gifted pupil.

It was announced that an experiment was being conducted by the
-Goverimant at Iiiirtigsberg and plans were in progress for dealing
with the needs of gifted ehildton in Berlin, Frankfort, Breslau,
Mannheim, and Hamburg.

The new movement fortheseleca of gifted and eXcextional chil-
dren seetniito have had the effect oTcheckingeompletely any further-
demands for the Einheitsschule In the schools systems to which ref-
erence is made above Begabtensehulen have been or are in process of .
being established, and it,:iS not improbable that this compromise will
be accepted by both sides: NAbere has a common school been .put
into operation, and teachers' associations appear to have been active
in Rromoting the new. experiments) which are limited to facilitating
access to middle and secondary schools to gifted and exceptional
;(Begabten and lIoelrlaegabteti, pupils) in elementary schools.

In Berlin such an experiment was introduced on the suggestion of
Geheimer Justizrat Cassel( a member of the Progressive Volkspartei,
who urged, in the Prussian Abgeordnetenhaus, in 1916, the establish-
ment offacilities in each pro'vince to enable pupils on finishing the
elementary schools to continue to a higher school and reach the xeifo-
zeugnis or maturity certificate in five or six years. Such a plan, he
stated, would be of advantage to children of poor parents in larget
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cities as well as to4chilcfren in small towns and rural areas who could
enjoy the blessings of home influences up to 14. Dr. Reiman, the di-
rector of education for Berlin, adopted the suggestion and the Begab:
tenschule was established in 1917 for the admission of exceptional and

. studious ptipils who have completed the first seven years of the ele-
mentary School course. The work of the Begabtenschttle Begins with
that of Untertertia of a secondary school; during the first year the
pupilivare under probat ion and, if they fail to meet the standards, may
be discharged, that is, at the age at which, they would ordinarily have

Anaached the close of the compulsory attendance period. After two
years, that is after Untersektuida, a choice is open between the course
of a gymnasium or of a realymnasium. The schools do not grant the
privilege of one year military service, but after six years lead to the
maturity certificate which admits to the university. The Begabten-
schule is open to able pupils of all classes; fees are remitted for poor
pupils, and hooks and, in case of need, maintenance grants up to
BOOM ($75) a year are granted. The pupils must be recommended by
their schools and are selected on the basis of psychological intelligence
tests. The first tests were conducted by Moede and C. Piorkowski,
psychologists who, had met with success in selecting motor transport
,drivers for the army by tests which were used in all sections of this
branch of the service. This selection is based on tests of attention and
concentration, memory, combinations, wealth of ideas, judgment, at-
tention, and observation. The authors of these tests declare that
"reviewing the precise results of the,analytical and systematic tests,
the professional psychOlogist can not refuses accept the responsi-
bility for his decisions based on good scien ific principles." 'Dr. Rei-
mann plans to test pupils with artistic or technics) bent and select
them at 13 or 14 for higher trade schools to train as painters, jewelers,
designers, embroiderers, cabinetmakers, ithographers, and other
crafts. Dr. Rebhuhn has. prepared an observation sheet, which was
presented by the Association for Exact Pedagogy to the city school
board to be uSZ'a. by teachers as soon as pupils co mmente to show
marked ability and to serve as a record from the second year up.

A similar plan was inaugurated at Leipzig fOr boys, and provision
will be made for girls. Special classes were established at a Reform
School and an Oberrealschttle, closely coordinated with the elemen-
tary, schools. The course begins .in Untertertivovith intensive Study
Of French for three quarters of a iear,- when English or Latin is
taken up. Aftel. another year the pupils are ready to 'take their
place iv, the normal class of the school, (Untersekunda),, Tuition,
books, and maineenanceallOwances are granted in case of need. Since
the number of selected pupils is restriCted to 20 each year, they are the
very exceptional only (hervorragend:Begabten). In order not to
flood the acadeic and professional careers similar experiments will
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be attempted in other schools, e. g., school of commerce, technical
school, and trade schools.

A somewhat different plan has been adopted at Hamburg. where
it was originally intended to establish a transition or speCial class to
coordinate the elementary secondary schools. ;In place of this, owing
to the insistence of the teachers and the House of Burgesses, a new
type. of school is organized that avoids such half measures. At 10
years of age: that is. on completing the fourth school year, pupils
are specially selected for the new schools, of which 22 have been
established (14 for, boys and 8 for girls), to provide either a four -
year ,German course or a five-year course with foreign languages..
These schools are similar to the Prussian middle schools and carry
the privilege of admission to certain higher trade schools and to the
State examination for the one-year military privilege. The pupil
who completes the course of such schools can by way of the Oberreal-
schule or the Realgymnasium pass on to the universities.

The selection of the gifted pupils is based partly' on the psycho-
logical observations by the teachers and psycholocical tests by an
expert, for both of which Dr. W. Stern, of the Psychological Insti-
tute, is responsible. The psychological observations are recorded in
a specially prepared folder indicating the home conditions and school.
record of the pupil, his adaptability, attentiveness, susceptibility to
fatigue. powers of observation and comprehension. memory, imagina-
tion, thought, language, industry, disposition anoPwill power, special
interests, and abilities. The psychological tests include the logieal
arrangements. of ideas, explanation of concepts. completion test,
building of sentence on the basis of keywords, the derivation of the
moral of a story, the discovery of logical absurdities. the finding of a
legend for a series .of pictures, and test of attentiveness. Stern
claims that the cooperation of the teachers makes the Hamburg sys-
tem superior to the Berlin plan of selecting on the basis of tests
alone ; it should also be mentioned that the selection. in Hamburg is
under the supervision' of a committee. of the superintendenti, in-
spectors. principals, teachers, and. psychologists. 'For pupils who-
develop at a later stige than those for Ivhom thesd arrangements are
made transition classes have been established in two Realschulen in
which after one year they can pass on to the last year of tho school
and qualifyi,for,the one-year military privilege.

Breslau has established special cltesses for boys and girls of great
ability (llochbeyahten). selected at about the age of 12 by a psycho.
logical expert on the basis of intelligence tests similar to those used..
in Hamburg. Pupils who succeed in these schools will be encouraged
by the city to pioceed along suitable lines. The city will look aftir
the education of selected pupils, who could thus be under the observa-

r.;
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tion of the psychologist until they pass into their chosen vocation.
Facilities have been instituted hi Charlottenburg to enable gifted
pupil to adance more rapidly in the elementary schools and com-
plete the work of a middle school. At Frankfort gifted pupils, on
leaving the elementary schools, may be prepared in one year to enter
Untersekunda of an Oberrealschule, and in four years to attain the
Reif ezeugni8. The Mannheim system is already well known in this
country.'

The experiment is thus confined to the larger towns, and complaints
are already heard that the state should take over the further dtvelop-
.ment of such plans to bring them within the reach of all. In the
meantime critics even of this precipitate of the more ambitious and
more democratic movement for the Einheitsschule are not wanting.
There are thoSe who express concern lest the gifted pupils become
spoilt and conceited; that lection in itself would set up class distinc-
tions; that school ability i not necessarily a guarantee of ability in
after life; that pupils shoe d n be selected on the basis of school
marks, but on the *basis of c ,aracter, pronounced bent, and moral
iorce. Further, the plans involve the danger of robbing the lower
classes of their intelligent members, of depriving industry of its
abler workmen, and of overcrowding academic and professional
careers. Finally, faute de rnieux, psychological tests are not yet suffi-
ciently developed to serve as a basis of sound and seientifie diagnosis;
and are inadequate until they have found a more extensive place in
the schools. It is clear that the mind of the German reactionary
follows thssame kind of logic in domestic as in foreign affairs.

SECONDARVEDUCATION3.;
The movement for the common school, in some of its aspects, in-

volved the reconstruction of the secondary school or at least the
organintion of a new type basOd entirely on a purely nationalistic
fo.undation and open to all without distinction. This agitation was
reenforced from snot direction. The successes at the front were
felt to be due to the Wellent technical preparation given in some
schools and the continued collaboration of the leaders' in the field
of the applied sciences.' At the same time the megalomania of the
early period manifested itself not merely in a feeling of physical
superiority but in a sense of moral and intellectual self-sufficiency
that needed no reenforcement from external sources. There' was
still a third point from which the traditional curricula were sub-

t, Boo Aturfthull Schools of Gernutny. United States Bureau of Education, Bulletin. 1007,
No.' 3.

lee eapecitli7 triedel, V. H. The German "kchool as a War purser:. Loado)s. 1010.
This le a translation of a French work 'carefully Analysint Oeffants 001401 OR eghlelftiOn
M It aptosszet in the dilly prem.
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jected to criticismtheir failure to give a real preparation for the
heeds of modern life. -The classical gymnasium in particular was
attacked as an anachronism to be swept away as soon as possible and
to be replaced by a genuine German nationalistic school adapted to the
needs of to-day. To devote time to subjects that do not "function"
or pay is a gross mistake. The schools should teach things and not
words, realities and not tradition. Business men, practical poli-
ticians, and nationalistic educators found themselves united in a
campaign to secure a school that would bring up German citizens in
a pure German way and that would make the German civic spirit the
core of the curriculum..

The charge is made that the so-called reforms resulting from the
Emperor's conferences. in 1890 and 1900 did not result in a modifi-
cation of the gymnasium, where Latin and Greek still form the core
of the curriculum with an emphasis on the grammatical and philo-
logical elements. The pseudo-humanistic ideal of teaching nothing
that is directly useful for life still animates such schools, which con-
tinue as ever-to be the homes of conservatism. "Dcutschtura," Ger-
man Kul tur, must be the center around which secondary school studies
should revolve. The classics may have been the roots of German
Kultu r, but Germany *w possesses the fruit and flower in her own
culture and that alone. So far'as antiquities are concerned, a knowl-
edge of them can in these days be readily obtained through photo-
graphs, reproductions and models, and -translations without the
waste of- tinie involved in studying grammar and rules. As the
disciplinary value of such studies, much better results can be o 'ned
from xi athemn tics.

The same attitude was manifested on the question of the study of
modern foreign languages, although the material loss that might be
involved in their total abandOnment made the discussion of the sub-
ject a 'little more wary. It was argued that, since the enemy had
evidently not taken the trouble to understand Germany, it was waste
of time for Germans to attempt to study their languages: Statisti-
cally it was proved that next to the Eliglish language German was
the vernacular of the world and after the war English would inevi-
tably be ousted. It was even proposed, and a motion to this effect
in the Prussian Upper House met with the sUpport, of all the uni-
versity representatives, that the languagesf Germany's eastern allies
should be introduced into the schools. Flemish was added to the
list subsequently. The more cautious were riot so ready to see English
and French ousted, and, while admitting thai Germany, could gain
nothing culturally from the enemy languages, suggested that com-
mercially it might still be found profitable to retain English and add
Russian and Spanish as the languages necessary Mr Germany's fu-
ture commercial development. The one aim of the, schoOlS to -day

,-
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should not be formal training but an education for life founded in
-moral idealism; there must be, as the Emperor had urged in 1890 and
1900, "a more decided nationalization of secondary education" to

.; develop citizens of a German state.
The blatancy of these claims was-not ot allowed to pass unchallenged.

The advocates of the classics protested strongly. Did the opponents
wish to make Americans of the youth Of the country "to dry up
their dreams, and to turn boys. of 15 into makers of machinery, into
dentists, or into surgeons"? The German moral and intellectual
forces of which all were proud were founded, it was claimed, on the
ancient cultures. The particular character of German culture was
derived from the cult of the classics. One secondary schoolmaster
sums up the arguments of the classicists in the statement that " Three
persons have become one in us, the Greek, the Christian, and ale
German "hence each must have its place in the development of
youth. Nor were there lacking students of modern foreign lan-
guages to insist on their retention, but even here it was suggested
that such languages and literatures be studied only in so far as
they can contribute toward a clearer comprehension of German
national culture. The attitude of the ministry of education on this
subject is indicated in an .instruction of March 20, 1915, which per-
mitted the employment in secondary schools of Germans expelled
from France and England to teach the languages of those countries,
oven if they did not possess the prescribed qualifications or previous
teaching experience.

It is obvious that no matter what the opinion on any subject might
be, all who entered into the discussion of educational values were
unanimous in accepting the nationalistic aim. This aim was stimu-
lated by the Government in various ways, direct and indirect:
Teachers were urged immediately on theoutbreak of the war to turn
the attention of their students to the study of the war events and pa-

! triotic endeavor. The ministry of war with the support of the min-
i istry of education and other ministries idaterested in education urged.
I the 'organization in schools and elsewhere of battalions-'and corn:

/mules of boys of 15 or 16 (Jugendecnripagnien, Junginannen, Jung-
. ,

nutnnachaf ten) for physical training and instruction as a preparation
for military training. Militarism in these organizations was at first
disavowed, butit began progressively to enter and by 1917 no secret
was made of their primary purpose.'

The direct method for the - inculcation of patriotism, national
pride, and devotion to the, dynasty_ was adolited by the ministry of
education when on -Siiptember 2, 1915, it issued its " New Organiza-
don Of the History Syllabus in Higher Schools.-of Prussia." It ap-
peared that the. 4istory syllabus for the secondary schools. had

Boo Ftieeel, op. OS., Chap. U.
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grown too cumbersome, so that it was impossible to handle it satis-
factorily in the present overcrowdd condition of the curriculum.
" Since it is just the period from...1861 to the present that for us
Prussians and Germans surpasses in importance everything else that
has happened in the history of the world, the earlier periods must
be treated much more briefly and comprehensively, so that the history
of the past 50 years can be dealt with in detail." Under existing
arrangements the modern period is not taken up until Untersekunda.
The new regulations require Prussian-German history to be begun
in Sextfk and continued concentrically so that pupils will acquire a
mastery of national history. The emphasis throughout it is urged
should be on the outstanding character of the Hohenzollerns, more .
especially from the time of the Great Elector down to the present.
Ancient and medieval history are retained but teachers are advised
to dwell only on those movements whose influence has been more or
less contiiitious. Briefly analyzed the suggested syllabus is as
follows:

sexiaSterles`from recent history. .QuIntaOutline of Prussian-German
history. QuartsAncient and medieval history to about 478 A. D. tinter-
tertiaHistory of Germany In Middle Ages to the middle of the seventeenth
century. Obertertiaamplifications of the outline given in Quints at least to
1870 or even the present, day. UntersekundaReview ancient history, begin
Germany history, if not already begun in the previous class, and deal in detail
with selected parts since 1870. Obersekunda--Close the ancient period and go
on to the thirteenth century. Unterprima German history up to Frederick the

.Great. PrimaGerman history from.1788 to the present.

Some flexibility was permitted to the teachers in the organiza-
tion of the work. The experiment. was to be inaugurated at Easter,
1916. By a prophetic anticipation the reports on this experiment
in molding patriots to Hohenzollern standard were to be made in
*October, 1918.

TRAINING OF SECONDARY-SCHOOL TEACHERS.

The system of training of teachers for secondary schools has been
somewhat modified by new regulations issued in June, 1917. The
rules for the admission of candidates remain unchanged. At the
close of the necessary period of university study of four years candi-
dates are required to undergo a general, examination (Wi48en8oltaft-
lialic Priifurg).. This examination is conducted by a special board
(Winettachaftliokes Prelfungsamt), which includes university. in-
structors and schoolmen: The paper in general knowledge isT
,abolished, but every candidate is examined in philobophy with
special reference to education, including psychology, logic, and ethics
related in particular to child life. Familiarity .must be shown with
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the works of the leading Writers in the special branch of philosophy
bearing on education and with its place in the history of philosophy.
This general examination is followed by examinations in the special
fields selected by the candidate from thefollowing subjects: Christian
theology, German, Latin, Greek, Hebrew (only ass minor), French,
English, history, geography, mathematics, physics, chemistry, botany,
and zoology. Of these subjects two, instead of one as- hitherto, must
be taken as majors and 0110 as a minor. An innovation is the addi-
tion of a large number of supplementary subjects that may be sub-
stituted for the minor. These include philosophical propredeutics,
pedagogy, applied mathematics, mineralogy and geology, classical
archaeology, history of art in the Middle Ages and modern times,
comparative languages, Polish, Danish, Russian, Spanish, Italian,
Turkish, drawing, singing, and gymnastics.

Candidates who pass the requirements in this qualifying examina-
tion must undergo two years of practical training. Six to eight
probationers are sent to a selected school for one year at a time, so
that at the end of the period each candidate becomes Thoroughly
familiar with two schools. During each of the two years regular
sessions must be conducted for the study of education by the director
of the school to which candidates are assigned. At least two hours
a week must begiven to history of education, principles of teaching,
psychology, and ethics. The probationary period of two years is
closed by a second examination, the pedagogical examination (Pada-
gogische Prilfung), conducted by a pedagogical examination board
(Piulagogisehes Prtif ungsanzt), which consiste.of a provincial school
councillor, the director, and faculty of the schools in which the
candidates haVe been trained. The subjjets of the professional
examination include the hi4j.cry of education and principles of
teaching.

It-:is claimed that the new regulations represent an advance in
separattag the profeeiional from the general examination. The
regulationsIrrtIlleed on the view that a true insight can best be
obtained into the problems, principles, and philosophy of education

' during the two years of-practice. It is objected, however, that an
inipilectual appreciation of the problems involved could be,better
imparted in university courses, and the theory ea,n then be subjected
to the criticism of practice.. The regulations, since they . do not
require attendance at lectures on education at the university as they
do in the case of general subjects, depreciate the place of education
as a. science and deal a blow at the development of the snbject in the
universities. The new syStem, which came into force on April 1,
1918, involves the danger of Aducing education and teaching to the
level of 'a handicraft,. It is .Siiggestedi by critics that candidates
.should tia.4 condition of kimission to the euxuknation be required to
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have attended courses and seminars in education at. the universities
and psychological institutes, that psychology take the place of phil-
osophy in the general examination, and that in the professional
examination questions be given in the oral test on the organization,
history, and psychology of at least one school subject, on moral
instruction, and on psychological tests and measurements.

THE NEW SPIRIT IN SCHOOLS.

'he tendencies tit are already apparent since the overthrow of
the nonarclrical government in Prussia are indicated in number of
deciees' and circulars that have been issued by the new minister of
education. Thus the Kiilnisdie Volkszeitung of November 16, 1918,
printed the following decree: ,

I. Wherever the teaching of history and other subjects have been used to
arouse eational hatred it must be discontinued in the future; it must be re-
piact-d by an internist e presentation of subjects dealing with natural history.
Ali.plased end false teachings about the war and its causes are to be avoided.

2. 'All books which glorify the war are to is' removed from the school librAries.
3. At no time should the teachers pass adverse or false remarks nbept the

causes and consequences -Of the revolution or the present Government which
are apt to debase In the eyes of the e.chool youth the achievements of the
revolution.

4. School authorities and teachers must avoid in their intercourse with the
school youth any matter that tends to arouse a counter-revolution (especially
in the Lowlands). as such action is at the present moment greatly endangered
by the possibility of a civil war.

G. Pending the decree about the separation of state and church, the children
of dissidents and persons holding religious views for whom no provision has
been made in the present curriculum. trust be excused from the lessous iti re-
ligion without any further proof, on the request of persons responsible for their
education.

.41

This was followed at the close of November by the Socialist. pro-a
grain of education issued by the Socialist Kultus - Minister, Herr
Konrad Illinisch, which a translation appeared in the Times (Lon-
don) Educational Supplement, December 19, 1918:

A. GKNERAL \
1. The separation of church and state has beef; settled in principle. 2. Re-

Ilgion has ceased to be an examination subject, and the introduction of unsec-
tarla'n moral teaching is being prepared. 3. Supervision of schools by the local
clergy and participation of the clergy in the district inspections are abolished.
4. Mixed attention of boys and girls has already been introduced in some
schools. 5. Teachers and scholars receive powers of self government. 6. MI
chauvinism is banished from the instruction, and especially from the instruc-
tion in ,history.- 7.-Prussla will . propose the assembly of a'school conference
fin; the whole Empire. 8. The uniform school (HinheitAschttle) is secured,

' and the abolition Of all class schools will be begun immediately. 9. The office
of rector will be deprived of itis autocratic character and built up upon a
Collegiate basis. .10. The school authorities are instructed to promOte among
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teachers' unions and at official conferences discussions of educational and cul-
tural questions of policy in the spirit Of the new age. 11. The ministry of
education will include as representatives of* the Socialist Party two ministers,
one undersecretary, one principal adviser, and:two assisatut advisers. 12.
Touch will be kept with champions of the new movement thropgliout the whole
tonntry, and a list will be made of suitable candidates for freshening the body
of officials and teachers. 13. The leaving exatninhtion fannf the secondary
schools will be transformed and the number of examinations will.be reduced.
14. The Prussian ministry of education claims a share of the confiscated royal
castles for the purposes of national educationas training scliools,' boarding
schools, model seminaries, museums, andAtional !high schoofs. 15. Physical
culture has been deprived of its military .01Fracter.

D. TEACHERS.

16. No teacher may in future he compelled to give religious education. 17. It
has been proposed to the ministry of war that all teachers shall be released
immediately from their military obligations. 18. Work for the willing! Im-
mediate provision of employment far teachers who return from the field by
reducing the size of classes, filling of all vacant posts, and establishment of
special courses. 19. The amnesty will be applied to nil teachers who have
received disciplinary punishment. 20. Teachers 'who have been punished for.
their political Or religious convictions are to be reinstated. 21. The teachers
will have representatives in the Government and in the school administration.
The Socialist teacher Menzel has been appointed principal adviser in the
ministry of education. 22. Tried teachers willhe appointed to local inpector-
ships of schools without special examinations.

C. urrIVERSITIES.

23. Prominent representatives of scientific socialism and of other tendencies
which have hitherto been systematically excluted are to he appointed to
university chairs. 24. A system of national high schools is to be built up on
large lines and to be placed in organic connection with existing schools 'and
high schools. 25. The reorganization of the technical high schools will be
effected in close connection with the universities. 26. The social, legal, and
financial position of the assistant teachers in universities (privatdozenten) is to
be raised. 27. Freedom of doctrine in the universities is to be rid of its last
fetters. 28. Professorial choirs and research institutes for sociology will be
established.

D. GENERAL CULTURE.

29. The theaters will be put under the ministry of education. The theater
censorship has been abolished. 30. Opportunity for work, and relief where
necessary, will be given to unemployed artists and writers on ttelr return from
the field. Si. The system of appointments will he reformed to association with
the organizations of artists of every school. 32. The royal theaters will become
national theaters, and the court orchestras will become national orchestras.

SEPARATION OV CHURCH AND STATE.

The appearance of this program created considerable alarm
throughout the country among those wbo feared not only separation
of thechurai and. school but the elimination of. religious instruction.
In response to numerous telegraphic and letter inquiries Herr Konrad
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Iliinisch addressed to the Illieinische 7.eitting in Cologne the. follow-
ing telegram: t

iltelm(liate most vigorously the baseless rinnors -that the Kultus miaistry
Intends immlliately by a t11,111` 1,1 bring 1111011t 11111:1WZIIVS I11111 withh
I single stroke the separation of ehuch :td shale. The -111.0-hig othl of this
iirogr;t1n is. to he sure. lit line with our policy, and the initial step: :Ie already
in ilt1' 111.11101.:111.1n. Ittn it iS if till1ilrS(1)1)11, the 111(11111(1.S Of
the ministry are unanimous, that repcsentati.te,.; or thc iIiimii AC() be
invited fa' preliminary which ISIvolves financial, and, III

gen:,rol, Itolitii ii nuextimis. represcniat ivy lergy-
men and instructors of c;inonioa I Liw have already been initiated. Eiiirts have
heel] made to guarantee the intiosts and spite the feelings of the church
cirelo,, n:ii trill he slurred. Irrospcct lye of :III consithra-

sirli :iciimt would he in oliPosition to the general pollt teal sltual ion. The
prus,daa aantsn.y or education conducts 110 narrow pritVintia I, hilt Slate
politics. 'limn, is no easol. for tlitPeheilsinli on the 'tart of the Catholic
population.

All flintini statement of our ministry regarding 111,-.4e questions will he issued
in the nearest future:-1Frattkrurter Zeitting. Nay. sn, INS.]

Several points seem to stand out as indicating the future develop-
ment of l'russian education. These are the secularization of the

.

schools, the introduction of professional inspection in place of clerical
shperision, increased participation of the teachers in educational
administratidn_and the establislunent in some form or other of the

Students who are interested will 'find it profitable
to compare the tendencies here outlined with the proposals of the
teaQhers laid before the Parliament at Frankfort in 1848.




